Role of bone marrow adipocytes in leukemia and chemotherapy challenges
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Abstract
Adipose tissue (AT) is an extramedullary reservoir of normal hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Adipocytes prevent the production of normal HSCs via secretion of inflammatory factors, and adipocyte-derived free fatty acids may contribute to the development and progression of leukemia via providing energy for leukemic cells. In addition, adipocytes are able to metabolize and inactivate therapeutic agents, reducing the concentrations of active drugs in adipocyte-rich microenvironments. The aim of this study was to detect the role of adipocytes in the progression and treatment of leukemia. Relevant literature was identified through a PubMed search (2000–2018) of English-language papers using the following terms: leukemia, adipocyte, leukemic stem cell, chemotherapy, and bone marrow. Findings suggest the striking interplay between leukemic cells and adipocytes to create a unique microenvironment supporting the metabolic demands and survival of leukemic cells. Based on these findings, targeting lipid metabolism of leukemic cells and adipocytes in combination with standard therapeutic agents might present novel treatment options.
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Introduction
Bone marrow (BM) microenvironment contains several cells, including macrophages, endothelial cells, osteoclasts, osteoblasts, and adipocytes, which contribute to the regulation of hematopoiesis and preservation of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) through cell–cell contact, secretion of growth factors and cytokines [1, 2]. Adipocytes are among the most important components of BM microenvironment that are derived from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) [3]. The quantity of bone marrow adipocytes (BMAs) is increased with age. Adipocytes are indeed active cells in BM as they actively store free fatty acids (FFAs) and secrete adipokines [4, 5]. In addition, studies have shown that these cells induce the development and progression of tumors, leading to metastasis and resistance to chemotherapy through interaction with other stromal cells. For example, the development and progression of hematological malignancies including, i.e., multiple myeloma (MM) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML), acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL), chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) are closely correlated with BM microenvironment in which BMAs play an important role. Generally, BMAs are an important element in BM that can affect their adjacent cells because of autocrine effect [6]. Remodeling of adipocytes (e.g., morphological changes) may indicate pathological conditions in the body. The size of adipocytes shrinks around AML cell line, and they affect the metastasis and growth of AML cells. The change in morphology is not only a function of fatty acids (FAs) release from adipocytes to adjacent cells but is dependent upon a series of reactions catalyzed by increasing expression of adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL) and hormone sensitive lipase (HSL) genes [7]. These changes enable adipocytes
to provide more energy to induce the proliferation of tumor cells, indicating the essential role of lipolysis in the alteration of adipocytes morphology [8, 9]. Furthermore, the inflammatory factors and growth differentiation factor 15 (GDF15) released by tumor cells are involved in morphological remodeling of BMAs, and their expression levels are closely related to the size of BMAs. For instance, GDF15, a transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-ß) is highly expressed in leukemia cells and leads to the shrinkage of adipocytes [7]. Interestingly, the increase of FFA levels in culture system causes a faster proliferation rate of ALL cell lines in their co-culture with adipocytes. These results indicate that tumor cells and leukemic cells utilize lipolytic pathway to acquire FAs in both solid tumors and leukemia, which increases their proliferation [10, 11]. In addition, the size and number of small adipocytes stimulate the proliferation of AML cells, which can be associated with a poor prognosis of patients [12]. In summary, although adipocytes seem to be negative regulators of hematopoietic microenvironment, they can be affected by pathological changes in the context of diseases (including cardiac failure and osteoporosis (similar to other cells [13, 14]). Nowadays, knowledge of BMAs as well as interactions between them and tumor cells gradually deepens and greatly contributes to new therapies.

**Mesenchymal stem cells to adipocyte axis**

BM MSCs are multipotent cells with self-renewal capacity that can differentiate into adipocytes, chondrocytes, and osteocytes [15]. The differentiation of adipocytes from MSCs is a complex process involving morphological changes, cease of cell growth factor, expression of several lipogenic enzymes, extensive lipid accumulation, and sensitivity to the majority or all of the key hormones (growth hormone, glucocorticoids) [16]. A feature of adipocytes differentiation is the activation of CCAAT/EBP β and CCAAT/EBP γ transcription factors, which stimulate the expression of PPARγ adipocyte differentiation gene, in turn stimulating the expression of genes involved in metabolism [fatty acid synthase (FAS), sterol regulatory element-binding protein-1 (SREBP-1), stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD), and leptin] [17, 18]. In this context, Vicent Lopez et al. examined MSCs of ALL patients at baseline and during treatment, and suggested that MSCs of these patients show increased adipogenic differentiation potential, including increasing expression of adipogenic genes such as CCAAT/enhancer binding protein/peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (CEBP/PPAR γ) relative to MSCs of healthy people [19]. Wnt signaling pathway also regulates the differentiation of adipocytes. Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) that belongs to interleukin-6 (IL-6) family of cytokines induces autophosphorylation of Janus kinase (JAKs), leading to the activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase, and protein kinase B (PI3K/Akt) pathways as well as suppressing the expression of Wnt signaling molecules, which is involved in early and late differentiation stages of adipocytes [20, 21]. This suggests that LIF probably exerts its effect on the differentiation of adipocytes through negative regulation of Wnt signaling, which reduces the differentiation of adipocytes [22]. Although evidence suggests that protein kinase A (PKA) signaling stimulates the differentiation of adipocytes [23, 24], there are reports indicating that PKA signaling can have an opposite effect on adipocytes differentiation [25, 26]. Connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) is a member of CCN (CYR61 (cysteine-rich angiogenic protein 61 or CCN1), CTGF (connective tissue growth factor or CCN2), and NOV (nephroblastoma over-expressed or CCN3)) family of proteins, the expression of which is regulated with transforming growth factor beta (TGF-ß) expression in fibroblasts, leading to adipogenic differentiation of BM MSCs and stimulating the affinity of leukemia cells and their growth in BM niche [27]. Given that MS-derived MSCs of AML patients show reduced adipocyte differentiation capacity, CTGF expression is likely to increase in leukemia cells and inhibit the ability of MSCs to differentiate into adipocytes [28]. In addition to TGF-ß pathway, Notch signaling and hypoxia-inducible factor 1-alpha (HIF-1α) transcription factor are involved in differentiation regulation of MSCs in AML patients. Briefly, a number of genes, including Jagged-1 and TGF-ß, are involved in the commitment of adipocytes, which are affected in MSCs of AML patients [29, 30]. BMAs have dual functional roles on HSCs. In this regards, BMAs not only are considered as negative regulators of hematopoietic microenvironments but also they contribute to the maintenance and survival control of HSCs along with other cells [31–33], acting as a fuel source for HSCs through the release of lipids. Adipocytes can convey FFAs to HSCs, which results in increased survival and proliferation of AML blasts [34]. Other studies have shown that the adipogenic differentiation of MSCs in BM is associated with increased incidence of leukemia, so that BM-derived MSCs stimulate the survival of leukemia cells by altering the metabolism from pyruvate oxidation to fatty acid oxidation (FAO), uncoupling of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, and regulating the anti-apoptotic mechanism in these cells [35, 36].

Overall, the mechanisms emerging for the interaction between BMAs and hematopoiesis include differentiation regulation of MSCs, supply of FFAs as a fuel source for hematopoiesis, and release of soluble adipocyte-specific intermediates that directly and indirectly affect systemic metabolism [34]. Furthermore, CD36+ leukemic stem cells are significantly protected from chemotherapy by adipose tissue niche. Fatty acid translocates or CD36+ is considered to be a marker of poor prognosis in AML patients [37].
Observations have shown that leukemic stem cells (LSCs) take refuge in adipose tissue and use it as a niche to support their metabolism. LSCs in adipose niche create a pro-inflammatory phenotype for CML cells, resulting in the secretion of cytokines that increase the oxidation of fatty acids in LSCs via increasing lipolysis. LSCs use these FFAs as a fuel source, leading to LSCs quiescence and resistance to chemotherapy [38].

**Adipocyte as the calm before the storm in leukemia niche**

**Chemokines**

BMAs release a series of inflammatory adipokines such as leptin, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), and IL-6, as well as an anti-inflammatory adipokine called adiponectin, which play a role in the proliferation, migration, and metastasis of cancer cells. Therefore, BMAs are likely to provide a higher proliferation capacity for AML cells relative to FAs alone. In other words, cytokines and chemokines secreted by BMAs as well as fatty acids might induce proliferation of AML cells [39, 40]. Adiponectin, which is exclusively secreted by adipocytes, is an important regulator of energy metabolism and hematopoiesis. Adiponectin concentration increases with energy loss, suppressing the expression of adhesion molecules in vascular endothelial cells as well as production of cytokines, which inhibits inflammatory processes through two mechanisms: control of macrophage precursors and suppression of adult macrophage function. Hence, increased adiponectin levels are associated with lower levels of inflammatory markers [41, 42]. Moreover, as a hormone released by adipocytes, adiponectin induces apoptosis by activating caspases and suppressing angiogenesis [43]. In a study by Yokota et al. on adiponectin function in hematopoiesis, it was found that adiponectin inhibits the proliferation of myeloid series and induces apoptosis in myelomonocytic leukemia cells [44]. Adiponectin activates PKA, which reduces Akt activity but increases AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) activity. Furthermore, adiponectin-induced apoptosis inactivates PKA/AMPK pathway and increases the expression of acetyl CoA carboxylase (ACC) enzyme required for lipolysis, leading to cell cycle arrest and apoptosis of MM cells through this pathway. Inhibition of AMPK-dependent activity in these cells suppresses the ability of adipocytes to induce apoptosis [45, 46]. It can be concluded that in general the ability of adiponectin to reduce the survival of MM cells is mediated by suppression of lipolysis.

Simultaneous reduction in adiponectin and increase in leptin levels are associated with increasing risk of hematological malignancies [47, 48]. As a cytokine regulating fat metabolism, leptin is secreted in high levels during the differentiation of BMAs. Leptin receptors (OB-Rs) function through their specific receptors on cell membrane, leading to the induction of proliferation and differentiation in a variety of hematopoietic cells [33, 49]. Leptin induces and increases the survival of primary leukemia cells in AML patients [50, 51]. It also plays a role in pathophysiology of acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), and APL cells express a high level of leptin receptor (OB-R). Leptin secretion with BMAs in the vicinity of leukemia cells can play an important role in the proliferation and survival of APL cells through a paracrine interaction in BM microenvironment. Additionally, leptin produced from adipocytes inhibits the apoptosis of APL cells through phosphorylation of signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3), activation of MAPK pathway as well as interaction with leptin/OB-R, which requires direct cell–cell contact [52]. Leptin and its isomers are also expressed in high levels by AML cells, leading to the proliferation of AML cell lines (e.g., HEL, M07E, and TF-1) and blasts from primary AML patients [53, 54]. Furthermore, leptin increases the production of cytokines in AML blasts, and overexpression of leptin in AML and ALL suggests an increase in adipose tissue content in leukemic BM. In other words, leptin stimulates the proliferation of leukemia cells by provoking angiogenesis, and treatment with anti-OB-R in these patients reduces the rate of angiogenesis [49]. Adipocytes generally facilitate leukemia BM engraftment by stimulating the secretion of leptin and stromal cell-derived factor-1 alpha (SDF-1α). It seems that leptin and SDF-1α play an essential role in leukemogenesis and actively stimulate the development of leukemia in adipocyte-enriched BM niche [27]. SDF-1α is a chemoattractant for cells of lymphoid origin (including hematopoietic cells and leukemia cells) that is expressed in adipocytes residing in adipose tissue. Leukemia cells migrate to adipose tissue under the regulation of SDF-1α secreted by adipocytes, which binds the C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) receptor and causes intracellular changes, including cytoskeletal reorganization as well as activity of integrin and adhesion molecules [55, 56]. Research has indicated that the expression of OB-Rs in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) patients is downregulated and that the gene of this receptor is upregulated in the chronic phase of the disease [57]. At the onset of disease, BMAs partially inhibit the expression of malignant leukemia clones. Cytokines produced by leukemia cells induce lipolysis of BM adipocytes. Then, the polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) n-3 released by adipocytes disrupts the proliferation and survival of CML cells by inhibiting the PI3k pathway. However, this effect is rapidly inhibited by the leptin secreted by adipocytes, which increases lipolysis of adipocytes and protects CML cells from apoptosis by activating the PI3k pathway [58]. Various studies also show the involvement of leptin and its receptors in MM patients. The
level of leptin is increased in MM patients, although it is not related to the progression of disease. However, a number of studies have shown that the expression of OB-R in MM cells can indicate the likelihood of patients’ response to treatment (Fig. 1) [40, 59].

**Energy**

Adipocytes support the survival and growth in various types of tumor cells through the induction of mitochondrial metabolism and high-energy lipid transfer [35]. Tumor cells increase glucose uptake but reduce the level of oxidized glucose in Krebs cycle, and are thus more dependent upon β-oxidation of FAs [60]. In general, the main function of adipocytes is to store energy in the form of triglycerides, which can be broken into glycerol and FFA to be released in the lipolysis process [61]. Recently, AML cells have been shown to alter the function of non-malignant adipocytes, which provide FFAs as a fuel source and lead to the stimulation of FAO in these cells as well as growth stimulation through the transfer of lipids [8]. Adipocytes also support the survival and proliferation of tumor cells, especially AML blast cells. In this way, AML cells induce the lipolysis of triglycerides stored in BMAs and alter their function [8, 38]. Afterwards, FFAs in adipocytes are transferred to AML blasts in a fatty acid-binding protein-4 (FABP4) chaperon protein dependent process. Proximity to adipocytes results in the upregulation of FABP4 within the blasts, which is used to carry the adipocyte-derived FFAs into mitochondria of the cell [8, 62–64]. AML mitochondria use FFAs as a substrate for β-oxidation to produce the energy required for the growth and proliferation of leukemia cells [65, 66] (Fig. 1). In some cases, reduced AML survival is due to the inability of FFAs to be secreted from the adipocytes that show a lower expression of FABP4. FABP4s are likely to activate peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) ligands within the cell in the process of apoptosis induced by FAs [67]. Increased levels of FFAs enhance the inflammatory status of leukemia cells and act as a fuel for metabolic processes of leukemia cells in adipose and hematopoietic tissues, as well as increasing the oxidation of FAs for LSCs [68]. According to studies, gonadal adipose tissue (GAT) in leukemia acts as a reservoir

---

**Fig. 1** The model of interaction between adipocytes and leukemic cells. BMAs secrete inflammatory adipokines (leptin, TNF-α-and IL-6) and anti-inflammatory adipokines (adiponectin) that affect the leukemic cells residing in adipose tissue. Leukemic cells express the FFA scavenger receptor CD36#. Upregulation of CD36# stimulates lipolysis with cytokine secretion and activates lipase that promotes the release of FFAs and increases FAO in leukemic cells. FFAs as energy source contribute to leukemic cells growth and survival and eventually lead to drug resistance. HSCs hematopoietic stem cells, IL-6 Interleukin-6, TNF-α tumor necrosis factor-alpha, ER endoplasmic reticulum, FAO free acid oxidation, CD36 cluster of differentiation 36, CCL2 C-C motif chemokine ligand 2, CXCL12 C-X-C motif chemokine 12, AKT protein kinase B, PI3K phosphoinositide-3-kinase, JAK Janus kinase, STAT3 signal transducer and activator of transcription 3, FFA free fatty acid, mTOR mammalian target of rapamycin, MIP 1 alpha beta macrophage inflammatory protein-1 alpha/beta, Bcl-2 B-cell lymphoma 2, PIM2 pim-2 proto-oncogene, serine/threonine kinase.
for LSCs and is responsible for resistance to chemotherapy, so that LSCs easily home to CD36+ GATs and in this case show a high tendency towards the microenvironment containing adipocytes to have maximal and easy access to FAs [38, 69, 70].

Lipoprotein lipase (LPL) is typically expressed in adipocytes. According to reports, LPL expression is obviously increased in CLL cells, which is associated with a poor prognosis and invasive state of the disease. LPL causes cellular uptake of lipoproteins and leads to hydrolysis of triglycerides into FFAs [71]. CLL cells store lipids in their cytoplasmic vacuoles and use FFAs to generate energy through oxidative phosphorylation [72]. FFAs bind to PPARα and activate the transcription of enzymes necessary for oxidative phosphorylation. Specifically, PPARα is overexpressed in CLL cells and its level is related to progression of the disease [73].

A study by Tung et al. showed that FFAs could lead to a higher rate of metabolism in CLL as well as causing resistance to cytotoxicity [74]. Tucci et al. also found that ALL cells stimulate lipolysis in adipocytes and use adipocyte-derived FFAs to supplement de novo lipogenesis and proliferation [10]. Since adipocytes can supply FFAs as a fuel source for cancer cells, blockage of lipolysis and FFAs oxidation, as well as control of FFAs transfer using FABP4 inhibitor between BM adipocytes and leukemic blasts [8], it can be concluded that FABP4 inhibitors may be considered as a therapeutic target reducing tumor survival and increasing the survival of leukemia patients.

**Adipocytes and chemotherapy challenge**

Adipose tissue is one of the major organs that metabolizes and inactivates drugs, thereby reducing the concentration of active chemotherapy agents in adipocyte-rich microenvironments, such as the bone marrow [75]. BM adipocyte niche is a dynamic tissue that is increased after various injuries such as irradiation or chemotherapy. Since adipocytes modify the pharmacokinetics of chemotherapy and provide more energy to stimulate the proliferation of tumor cells [76], it can be suggested that they contribute to the survival of tumor cells by suppressing the antitumor effect of chemotherapy agents as well as secreting adipokines. The effect of adipokines, especially inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, on tumor growth and drug resistance is a potential new target for therapeutic interventions. Furthermore, as fat deposits shelter ALL cells during chemotherapy, the microenvironment of adipocytes is considered as a protective niche for these cells [77, 78]. On the other hand, treatment of cancer causes a severe increase in total fat in the body. However, these changes reduce the cytotoxic activity of chemotherapy and lead to the emergence of drug-resistant tumor cells, which increases the risk of treatment failure [79]. These findings are of particular importance during leukemia treatment. While several studies on drug resistance have focused on gene mutations in leukemia, some studies have found that leukemia microenvironments play an important role in resistance to chemotherapy. Since adipocytes protect ALL cells from chemotherapy and absorb chemotherapy agents, these cells may migrate to adipose tissue and obtain a survival advantage. ALL cells in this environment remain in a dormant state or receive the survival signal that enables them to resist chemotherapy, which can contribute to an increase in recurrence rates [78].

Today, neoplastic diseases are treated using chemotherapy, radiation therapy, or both, which increase BM adipocytes and reduce hematopoiesis via induction of toxicity. Increasing adipogenesis in BM following chemotherapy or radiotherapy stimulates hematopoietic regeneration and can be beneficial [80]. Regular doses of chemotherapy drugs mostly eliminate HSCs, while several inflammatory factors secreted by these cells regulate adipogenic differentiation and indirectly prevent recurrence but are not potent enough to affect stromal cells [81].

Several therapeutic strategies targeting BM such as induction of systemic adiponectin levels and blockage of accelerated adipogenesis develop promising approaches to target tumor cells. Furthermore, targeting lipolysis and oxidation, which can eliminate the nutrients of tumor cells, is also effective in this process [42]. The strategies blocking the migration of ALL cells to adipose tissue may improve the patient’s outcome. In a study, it was found that CXCR4 antagonists inhibited the affinity of ALL cells to adipose tissue, which could have a beneficial effect in therapy [78].

Chemotherapy is still crucial to prevent the recurrence of AML in patients. The induction of chemotherapy improves a majority of AML patients; however, recurrence after recovery is the main factor of mortality in these patients [82]. The size of adipocytes is decreased in AML-complete remission (CR) patients, and adipocyte content is inversely related to relapse free survival (RFS). The reduced size of adipocytes is related to GDF15, which is secreted by hematopoietic cells following chemotherapy and inhibition of adipogenesis. This is probably an inflammatory response or a strategy developed by chemotherapy; therefore, in general, increasing content of adipocytes is associated with shorter RFS and an increased risk of recurrence [12, 81].

The contribution of adipocytes to resistance against chemotherapy was first described by Behan and colleagues who found that adipocytes protect ALL cells against vincristine, nilotinib, and daunorubicin, reducing the apoptosis of leukemia cells and increasing cell cycle rate. Adipocytes also increase the expression of pro-survival signals, which may alter apoptotic equilibrium towards survival [77]. The main target of this adipocyte-mediated effect is related to
the upregulation of Bcl-2 (B cell lymphoma 2) and PIM2 (pim-2 proto-oncogene, serine/threonine kinase) as well as an increase in Bad phosphorylation [83, 84]. In particular, adipocytes metabolize daunorubicin into a less toxic metabolite and allow adjacent ALL cells to evade cytotoxicity from daunorubicin. It has also been reported that adipocytes protect ALL cells from oxidative stress induced by drugs or irradiation. ALL cells induce intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) production and lead to oxidative stress in adipocytes, and the oxidative stress response leads to secretion of factors protecting ALL cells from daunorubicin [85]. Generally, adipocytes reduce the accumulation of chemotherapy agents in ALL cells and eliminate them from leukemia environment by absorbing these agents. Adipocytes also metabolize chemotherapy agents, and their enzymes alter the structure of chemotherapy molecules, which results in lower toxicity in ALL cells [75].

Adiponectin levels are increased in CML patients after treatment with imatinib regardless of age and sex, so that its levels are tripled 3 months after treatment. The therapeutic dose of imatinib stimulates the differentiation of BM-derived adipocytes via upregulation of PPARγ and CCAAT/enhancer binding protein α [5, 86].

A high dose of synthetic glucocorticoids (GCs) such as dexamethasone is among the most effective treatments for CLL patients [87]. GCs inhibit glucose metabolism and induce oxidation of FAs in several tissues. According to studies, GCs increase the dependence of CLL cells on the oxidation of FAs by changing the expressions of PPARα and pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase isoform 4 (PDK4), and the PPARα responsible for regulating the oxidation of FAs is increased by dexamethasone [74]. GCs may also play a role in the treatment of ALL. Leptin secretion is stimulated by GCs, and hyperleptinemia has been observed in ALL cells during and after the treatment, although the expression of adiponectin is reduced in these cells [51, 88].

L-asparaginase, which breaks down asparagine (ASN) and glutamine (GLN), is the first line of treatment for ALL [89]. ALL cells are dependent upon ASN and GLN for survival and proliferation. Adipocytes protect ALL cells from L-asparaginase (ASNase) mainly via GLN secretion. Given that adipose tissue is one of the most important sources of GLN and secretes it into the interstitial fluid, and since ALL cells penetrate into adipose tissue, this tissue is a likely shelter to protect ALL cells from ASNase activity, which occurs after chemotherapy in BM [90]. Therefore, it can be generally stated that adipocytes may have an active role in the survival of leukemia cells against various chemotherapy agents.

Obesity is amongst the main risk factors contributing to poor survival and recurrence rates of ALL and AML [91, 92]. Although localized marrow adipocytes are considered as a supportive factor of leukemic cell proliferation and chemo-resistance, it is suggested that reduced marrow adipocyte content is considered as a good prognostic factor in AML patients during remission. Increased expression and secretion of GDF15 by marrow hematopoietic cells after chemotherapy inhibited MSCs adipogenesis [92]. It can be concluded that obesity and excess adipose tissue can be a preservative pool for LSCs’ proliferation and survival, which make LSCs refractory to chemotherapy. Therefore, reduced marrow adipocyte volume would be a potential therapeutic strategy against leukemia [81, 92].

Discussion

Nowadays, the focus of studies on neoplastic niche indicates the key role of intracellular signals in cell-to-cell communication of BM microenvironment and eventual response of leukemia cells to drugs. BM microenvironment is involved in leukemogenesis by increasing adhesion of leukemia cells as well as providing growth and suppression factors of leukemic niche immune system [35]. Therefore, BMAs, which are considered as a protective niche for leukemia cells that play an active role in supporting neoplastic cells, can be considered as an appropriate therapeutic option for limiting the growth of leukemia cells. Although some studies have suggested BMAs merely as negative regulators of hematopoiesis [32], it has recently been shown that they can exert a dual role on the function of HSCs [33]. In confirmation of this recent finding, it has been indicated that BMAs can apply a wide range of positive and negative effects on HSCs and hematopoietic progenitors by secreting various factors such as cytokines and adipokines [93–95]. For example, in addition to inhibitory effect on hematopoiesis, BMAs can help preserve and maintain HSCs along with other cells in the niche [31, 33]. BMAs release factors such as TNF-α and adiponectin that impair the proliferation of normal hematopoietic cells but contribute to the growth of malignant cells (e.g., MM cells) by inhibiting apoptosis, proliferation, and migration [42, 77]. AML blasts show high growth and proliferation rates in adipocyte-rich environments, and evidence has shown that AML cells rely on adipocytes for survival and proliferation within BM [8]. Studies have also shown that several factors contribute to obesity and recurrence in ALL, including adipocyte secretion, oxidative stress response, and pharmacokinetic changes in chemotherapeutic agents that induce drug resistance [61, 85]. This matter has been of interest for researchers given the role of adipose tissue as a main reservoir of normal HSCs as well as being a poor prognosis factor in obese patients [96]. Such evidence supports the hypothesis that adipose tissue contributes to the protection of cancer cells and the relapse of disease. Pharmacokinetic changes of chemotherapy agents following excessive adiposity, accumulation of lipophilic chemotherapies in adipose tissue that increases the distribution volume
and decreases the exposure of cancer cells to chemotherapy factors, increasing the accumulation of fat in BM, and excessive increase in body fat during leukemia treatment are in favor of the above hypothesis [75]. It should be noted that a number of researches have shown that leukemic cells increase TGF-β expression and inhibit adipogenic differentiation of mesenchymal BM cells, preventing the formation of new BM adipose tissue by disrupting BM adipocyte niche [29, 97]. Perhaps this effect is only exerted on nascent adipogenesis that may have little significance in the development of leukemia, and the older adipose tissue is the most crucial factor behind the support of neoplastic cells.

In the end, adipocytes change the apoptotic balance of leukemia cells towards survival, increasing the expression of pro-survival signals that reduce cytotoxic activity of chemotherapy agents, lead to emergence of resistant tumor cells, and increase the risk of treatment failure [75, 96].
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